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This report summarizes findings from a February, 2017 survey of tourism industry
stakeholders in Oregon. The survey sought feedback from stakeholders to provide guidance
and perspective on priorities for future investments from Regional Destination Management
Organizations. Findings are presented for respondents from the Mt. Hood/Gorge Region with
additional statewide results for context.
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The survey was conducted online and was distributed in February,
2017, via emails and an open URL to Travel Oregon databases with
additional distribution from RDMOs. A total of 1,007 valid responses
were collected. Results presented in this report are segmented by the
region in which the respondent indicated they live or work. That is, this
report aggregates responses from the Mt. Hood/Gorge Region. In
addition, questions were asked in a way (prioritization ratings) such that
it is possible to compare across tactical opportunity categories.
Throughout the report the terms respondent and stakeholder are used
interchangeably.

SIGNIFICANCE
Because this survey was not conducted from a random sample it is not
appropriate to perform typical statistical tests on the data. Therefore,
confidence bands are not presented. The survey results should be
viewed as an aggregation of relevant and thoughtful feedback from
constituents. The applicability of findings to real life circumstances may
depend on whether the feedback is from a broad enough (or
representative) swath of stakeholders and whether individual RDMOs
believe they have engaged with enough stakeholders to have a good
gauge of the stakeholders’ priorities. An assessment of the industries
represented and the overall response numbers suggest that for all
regions a diverse and appropriately sized cross-section of stakeholders
responded, adding confidence to the applicability of results.
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KEY FINDINGS
•

•

•

•

•

Positive Views on Tourism and the Direction of the Industry: Stakeholders view the
direction of tourism positively in the state and the region (82% and 67% agree that they are
satisfied with the direction of the industry in the state and region respectively). In general,
respondents from the Mt. Hood/Gorge Region are more satisfied than those from elsewhere in
the state (page 4).
Concern About Overcrowding and Impacts on Natural Resources: In open-ended
comments where respondents were asked about the health of the tourism industry in Oregon
there was a wide breadth of responses. However, one of the more common themes to emerge
from the comments was concern over the impacts of increased tourism, including congestion,
overcrowding, stress on natural resources, and associated stresses on workforce housing
(pages 4-6).
Tactics Identified by Over 2/3 of Respondents as High or Very High Priority: There were a
handful of tactics across all categories (Marketing, Development, Management, Capacity
Building, Industry Services, Global Sales) that stood out for their importance to stakeholders.
Listed below with the individual tactics are the percentages of respondents listing the tactic as a
high or very high priority for the region to pursue.
o Planning/Management: Increase visitation to the region during off-peak seasons (80%)
o Planning/Management: Alleviate congestion during peak tourism season in areas of high
visitation (70%)
o Planning/Management: Develop transportation alternatives for visitors in the region
(69%)
o Marketing: Enhancing non-paid social media presence for regional social media (68%)
o Marketing: Leveraging marketing opportunities with Travel Oregon and other tourism
organizations (67%)
o Capacity: Improve quality and professionalism of customer service at tourism related
businesses (66%)
Alignment is Considered Very Important but Majority Think Areas of Region Only
“Somewhat” Aligned: The Hood/Gorge Region’s Custom Question sections asked
respondents to consider the different nature of the two sides of the region and to identify the
extent to which programs and goals are aligned across those two sides. A total of 51% of
respondents indicated that the sides were “somewhat” aligned, while 69% of respondents
indicated that alignment is “very important” (pages 15-17).
In Broad Categories of Prioritization Marketing Has Highest Percentage Indicating
“Extremely High Priority”: The Hood/Gorge Region’s Custom Question section asked
respondents to prioritize broad programming areas for the region. The area which the largest
percentage of respondents identified as an “extremely high priority” was Marketing (28%)
followed by Destination Development (22%). This coincides with the findings from the overall
tactical prioritization (page 14).
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RESPONDENT PROFILE
The figures below present the overall number of respondents as well as the industries in which
respondents work. The question for Organization Type was a multiple response question, allowing
respondents to select more than one industry or organization type. Thus, percentages will not sum to
100%. Relative to other regions, respondents from the Hood/Gorge Region are more likely to be in a
“restaurant/brewer/winery,” though the most commonly identified category is “other.” Additional details
can be found in the charts below.
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INDUSTRY HEALTH MEASURES
On measures of overall industry health, respondents from the Hood/Gorge Region indicate high levels
of satisfaction. In most cases, larger percentages of Hood/Gorge respondents agree that the industry
is headed in the right direction relative to statewide norms. Additionally, Hood/Gorge respondents are
more likely than the typical Oregon respondent to feel that their community understands the value of
tourism.

In addition to the structured question on the state of the tourism industry, respondents were asked an
open-ended question about the overall health of the tourism industry. Those responses have been
included on the following page for the Hood/Gorge region along with the overall ratings for additional
context. There are a few prominent themes from the responses:
•
•

If you are in a more remote part of the region (like The Dalles) you are more likely to have
concerns about the health of the tourism industry.
Many responses address items from a mature industry: resources use, overcrowding, lack of
affordable housing, workforce challenges, etc. These are both a signal of success and cause
for some long term thinking toward solutions.
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Tourism in my
region positively
impacts the
community.

tool which is not used enough in our region.

Satisfied w/
direction of
tourism industry in
Oregon.

Hood River.

• East County areas need to be more decisive, proactive, and committed to branding the region. Video is a very valuable

Satisfied w/
direction of
tourism industry in
my region.

• Concentrating on global market during summers and West coast mainly during winter monts
• Concerned about the New Rec. Marijuana Law and over abundance of Bus. who sever Alcohol in our community of

My community
understands the
value of tourism.

Question: Is there anything else you would like to share about the overall health of the tourism
industry in Oregon?

Agree

Agree

Agree

Strongly Agree

Agree

Agree

Neutral

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

• Education is key as much of the state continues to adjust to additional economic drivers that can improve the state

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

economy. Zoning particulars need addressed, and private property owners need incentives to cooperate on a myriad of
Agree
issues. Visitor readiness and community preparedness continues to be a very important component in smaller
communities that continue to create new product and collaboration.
Fingers crossed that Washington DC won't pull funding.
Neutral
Hood River is getting over run. We appreciate the tourism business but we don't have enough infrastructure (stop
Strongly Agree
lights) or lodging
I think serious consideration should be given to "over-loving" our attractions. Example: if you were to ask the hiking
community (OregonHikers.com), there is general consensus that trails are getting overrun, lots of trash is being left
behind, feces / tp is left alongside the trail, trails are being circumvented by people "cutting," and dogs are unleashed,
also leaving feces behind (or the dreaded "lil bag of poo I'll pick up on the way back but oops, I forgot to get it." Our hiking Strongly Agree
infrastructure is not able to withstand this influx of people, and careful consideration and planning, in conjunction with the
National Forest, local hiking groups, and other agencies needs to happen before the precious wilderness / solitude, and
pristine nature of our greatest tourism resource is destroyed.
I think that there is a push and pull or tug of war with tourism and industry in our area. We need industry and sometimes
that conflicts with peoples ideas of pristine beauty and the pressures on the environment, or just the idea of
"corporations and big business interests" leaves a nasty taste in your mind. I believe the two can and must learn to get
Agree
along. Our area is beautiful and our environment is fragile but for all the cute boutique shops and restaurants we need
jobs that pay a living wage so those businesses can survive when the tourist leave in the winter and spring.
I think the health of the tourism industry is strong in terms of product development and bringing more people to Oregon,
Agree
but I have concerns about carrying capacity in our more congested destinations.
I think tourism is important but not if it affects the permanent residents in a negative way. Tourism is not a Sustainable
Agree
industry for small town residents. Offers mostly low income, minimum income jobs.
I think we could do more to encourage more Oregonians to travel in state and visit more of our great state
Agree
It's easy to route tourists to Hood River; I feel there is too little effort spent on dispursing tourists to the rest of the Gorge,
Agree
especially Dallesport, Mosier and The Dalles, but including White Salmon, Lyle and Murdock.
More mass transit to relieve congestion.
Strongly Agree
More training for workers who meet the public.
Agree
Not as strong out by The Dalles.
Agree
Our village RELIES on tourism for income!
Strongly Agree
Overall I like the direction. In some ways we are doing to good of a job promoting tourism in Oregon and certain
Agree
regions.
Overall Oregon Tourism is great. We in the Gorge tend to have areas that get inundated with to much tourism, but with
Agree
no outlets other then east/west I don't think it can be helped
Overall, you are doing a great job!
Agree
Sad that there are no Oregon bus tours for students, except to college campuses. Trying to work with EF tours to
Agree
develop an Oregon History and Geography tour.
Specific to the Gorge, the success of the focus on tourism is at a critical point where the sheer numbers are
Strongly Agree
outstripping the capacity for the area (environmental, not financial).
Summer recreation tourism on Mt. Hood is growing exponentially. Please continue to focus on this. Very helpful.
Strongly Agree
the businesses don't want to stay open seven days a week and are not able to afford extra help.
Neutral
The cost and availability of affordable housing has had a negative impact on tourism in my community. Some blame
Disagree
short term rentals for the lack of available housing.
The direction of tourism needs to be more environmentally sustainable in that these special places are being loved to
Agree
death.
The goals are great, the reach to local and community leaders could be improved.
Agree
The industry is growing, but the small communities can not support the added strain on their EMS and infrastructure
Neutral
The Rural Tourism Studio was the turning point for ensuring a healthy tourism industry in the Gorge.
Agree
The small communities working for recognition and a role in the area are having difficult times being identified and
Disagree
conveying their message.
The town is struggling with tourism versus growth/work force housing/low income housing.
Neutral
There could be more of an emphasis on responsible recreation, and what that looks like.
Neutral
Too much tourism in the Columbia Gorge is concentrated in Hood River, a small town with quite a limited capacity to
Agree
host lots of people.
Tourism is lacking in The Dales. Taxes are high and discourage businesses from expanding. That plus regulations
Disagree
imposed by the Gorge scenic department are intrusive.
Tourism is only a part of a balanced economic base in a community. Our community is spending entirely to much time
Agree
on tourism. Tourism, other then for business owners are basically seasonal minimum wage jobs.
Travel Oregon has been a powerful force in the Gorge Community.
Agree
Value of tourism in rural communities is not understand by local community members and business owners unless they
Strongly Disagree
directly make TRT dollars.
we could use more community training about tourism and how to treat our visitors
Neutral
We need more people staying in our town and supporting small businesses
Agree
we need to target for specific demographics, so we don't spoil the golden egg.. for example, we don't need to market to
Agree
large groups of chinese tourists
While the current focus continues to be on growth, as we are successful we already need to start thinking about
managing the growth in specific areas so we don't create issues that lower the overall high quality of the Oregon
Agree
Tourism experience.
Your Rural Tourism initiatives are a good model to use as examples for WA legislators. I'm hopeful your increased
Agree
funding will have a positive impact in rural areas, and will spill over to our WA side of the Gorge.
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Respondents were asked to indicate their familiarity with regional initiatives engaged in by the RDMO
over the past 12 months. Hood/Gorge respondents were, overall, more likely to indicate that they were
familiar with all aspects of RDMO activies, relative to the statewide norm. This coincides with the
general satisfaction numbers and indicates relatively strong engagement on the part of stakeholders.

Repondents were also asked to describe a specific outcome they would like their region to achieve in
the next three to five years that would increase the economic impact of tourism or enhance the vitality
and sustainability of the destination. The table below summarizes the comments (presented in their
entirety in the Appendix on page 18). The comments span a wide range, though many focused on
specific marketing objectives and tactics as well as the need for addressing overcrowding during peak
times and associated resource protection.
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MARKETING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
Respondents were asked to prioritize a variety of marketing tactics for their region. Respondents could
select from a scale of responses, including: “not a priority,” “low priority,” “moderate priority,” “high
priority,” and “very high priority.” The figure below reflects responses for the Hood/Gorge Region. The
standout priorities (those with more than two-thirds of respondents indicating a high or very high
priority) are: organic social media enhancement and leveraging opportunities with Travel Oregon.
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DESTINATION DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
Stakeholders in the Hood/Gorge Region were asked to prioritize destination development opportunities
from an exhaustive list which included destination management, destination development and capacity
building. Across those three categories (management, development and capacity), there are four
tactics which more than two-thirds of respondents identified as a “very high priority” or a “high priority.”
Three of the four tactics are in the Destination Management category, which speaks to the maturity of
the industry in the Hood/Gorge Region. The four tactics are: work to increase off-season visitation,
alleviate congestion during peak season, develop transportation alternatives for visitors to the region,
and improve customer service at tourism-related businesses.
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INDUSTRY SERVICES
Stakeholders used the same rating system as in previous sections to prioritize specific industry and
visitor services initiatives. Though no specific activities were considered to be a “very high priority” or a
“high priority” by more than two-thirds of respondents (as in other sections), there are still clear
initiatives which stakeholders have identified as relatively higher priorities. Customer service training,
educational opportunities to stakeholders, and placement of brochures and collateral, were all rated as
a “very high priority” or a “high priority” by 58%-60% of respondents.
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GLOBAL SALES
Using the same rating scale as in previous sections, Hood/Gorge stakeholders evaluated several
tactics related to international sales, development of international markets, international public relations,
international marketing and travel trade. Respondents from the Hood/Gorge Region prioritized
“developing more local partners for international sales opportunities” the highest of all Global Sales
tactics.
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CUSTOM REGIONAL QUESTIONS
Each region had the opportunity to ask a series of custom questions of specific interest to their
stakeholders, challenges, and opportunities. Findings from these custom questions are presented
below. These questions were not required and may therefore have slightly lower respondent totals.
Hood/Gorge: In a sentence or two, please describe your understanding of the role of the Mt. Hood / Gorge Regional
Destination Management Organization (DMO)?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Assist in managing the quality & quantity of tourism, and help to direct future growth of the industry
Boost tourism in my area.
don't know
Draw new Tourists to OR
Gateway organization, information provider, and facilitator across the region.
I am familiar with the role that Mt. Hood/Gorge RDMO plays in promotion of the Oregon side of the Gorge.
I do not have an understanding of the role of the Mt Hood/Gorge Regional DMO.
I don't have an understanding of their role.
I don't have an understanding of this organization.
I have no idea.
I understand it.
I was on the Clackamas County Tourism Council board
Increase visitation and overnight stays in the area.
It is to help enhance awareness of our area and attract visitors.
Lead, direct and align the industry to enhance and increase sustainable tourism practices throughout the region.
Leader, marketer, coach, public face and advocate.
Mostly marketing about region to visitors. Some supply of grants/funding for organizations.
Mt Hood Territory helps consolidate and unify the tourism marketing and development in the region... within the many cities that make up Mt. hood /
gorge region
no idea
None.
Not familiar with
not familiar with the role.
Not sure.
Not sure. Does not seem everyone is on the same page. Don't see any results for funds allocated?
Nothing
Promote local assets to markets outside a 50-mile radius, to increase (and balance) quality and quantity of visitors.
Promote the region and assist local businesses and organization in providing good visitor services.
Promotion of towns in Oregon
The DMO distributes state monies out in the region.
The Mt. Hood/Gorge DMO is to assist with getting the word out to the "Seller's" of travel Industry... Work with the local business on how to
encourage visitor's to return (Training staff and community is becoming involved in the tourist). What are the customs of different countries.....
Smile may be wonderful in one country and acceptable but eye contact / smile may be frowned on is others.
The role of the Mt. Hood/Gorge RDMO is to leave marketing, PR, and development objectives and programs of work for the tourism partners in the
region. The role is also to be an intermediary and communications facilitator between Travel Oregon and tourism stakeholders in the region.

• They coordinate the resources of TO with the various communities in the region
• They produce a visitor's guide and are present at the CRTA meetings.
• This functions as the core marketing agency tasked with finding ways through marketing, promotions, and hands-on familiarization tours to build
visitor counts while distinctly highlighting the key attractions of the area.
• to bring more overnight visitors to the area, to increase spending of these visitors
• To convey the numerous recreational opportunities and diversity that the region has to offer - year round.
• To develop facilities for tourism in the Mountain/Gorge region, and market those facilities in a responsible way for the benefit of local residents and
businesses.
• To identify and promote the Gorge as a total destination.
• To increase and manage tourism.
• To market the Columbia Gorge and Mt Hood region to visitors.
• To network with stakeholders, and promote the tourism of the Mt. Hood/Gorge region.
• To promote tourism and tourism education throughout the region.
• Until now, never heard of it.
• Utilize regional advertising and tourism development opportunities to enhance the opportunity for local partners to be successful.
• Very little
• We are new and we plan to partner with them.
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Hood/Gorge: In a sentence or two, please describe what you would like the Mt. Hood/Gorge Regional DMO to
achieve in the next three to five years:
• 1) Increased visitation to lesser served communities like The Dalles and Estacada. 2) Successful solutions to addressing the congestion issues in
the Gorge in the summer. 3) More cohesion between the mountain and the Gorge.
• A effort to "Think" outside the box and listen to the community ideas. The way we have "Always done things" can change.....encourage visitors
over all to come in for tea/coffee or to say hello.
• As a new winery and one of only two, we would like to get on the map and have more mentioned about winery availability.
• As before, draw the tourists eastward beyond the Multnomah Falls/ Dog Mtn area of the Gorge.
• Assist in financing the development of professional contacts at the local level.
• Better products and packaging, more/better tourism infrastructure, better recognition of the region and its assets.
• Better signage in our area would be nice so the visitors know where they are as they are coming through the corridor. Training for local business
that are not directly in contact with tourism, but yet service them ( gas stations, grocery etc... ) and help find a solution to the traffic issues.
• bring more awareness to the multi-day opportunities for spending time in the region (less day trips)
• Continue to enhance economic benefits to rural communities through tourism. Promote recreating safely and responsibly. Provide high quality
visitor information both digitally and print.
• Define the desired outcome and then continue to work with all the other partners in addressing the issue of congestion at key sites in ways that
achieve the desired outcome.
• Develop one free map of the region, visitors and visitor centers can use to plan their visit.
• Develop SUSTAINABILITY PLANS! This is totally a red alert issue!!!
• don't know what it is.
• Facilitate the conditions required to grow/maintain our tourism industry (protect our surrounding environment, push for a livable community for all
members, partner with Travel Oregon on leveraging our marketing dollars)
• Focus on education, outreach, and collaboration in the region. Work with MetroEast to get more educational video content on the air and shared
via social media.
• Fous more on the beauty of the shoulder seasons and all the incredibly underutilized areas that receive very little traffic.
• Guess. Figure out how to disburse visitors more evenly throughout the area while avoiding resource/landscape damage.
• Help lead and guide our local chamber in ways to increase tourism.
• Help to foster a healthy and sustainable tourism market
• I would like to see the Mt. Hood/Gorge RDMO be more supportive of the Columbia Gorge Tourism Alliance's efforts to bridge boundaries and
promote the region as one. They have been helpful on several projects but have not fully embraced the concept.
• I'd like them to get the tours to start at the east end and finish at the west end.
• Identify more interedts that make people travel and choose a destination.
• Ihave no idea
• increased tourism, more collaboration of gorge area towns
• Keep up the good work. Again, help expand the perception of the gorge as ending at Multnomah Falls
• Make an effective website. Need someone with programming skills. Work with Stan Hinatsu to incorporate USDS forest service website of state
parks. Do some national advertising of the region that individual venues can't afford to do.
• Managing peak season traffic, and development of off-season activities via trails and cross-site promotions.
• more exposure for our region
• More inclusive of The Dalles and assist The Dalles in "playing" with the rest of the Gorge. Help us define and vision who we are and want to be
• More money diverted to the 13 areas thru the CPP
• More PR, fam tours for the region.
• More tourists on the south side of the mountain. Period.
• Not sure.
• Nothing
• Offer more venues, variety, and added transportation opportunities to the areas.
• Please see my comment on the previous page. With the expansion of tourism attractions coming on line in the next 2 years, marketing is going to
be crucial for the region.
• Priority focus on managing existing tourism to focus on quality rather than additional quantity.
• Promote the wise use of areas often over looked such as Wildwood
• Reaching out to rural towns and spreading the wealth amongst smaller communities instead of going to the same cities (Hood River, The Dalles,
etc.)
• Realize how much of their budget is generated by the Mt hood area and spend the proportionate resources here
• Reduce peak season congestion. Reduce abuse/over use of our natural resources. Increase sensitivity to the limited resources (public facilities,
emergency services, etc) we have in rural places.
• Same as above.
• The Gorge should have a higher profile and be more cohesive. Cascade Locks, Hood River, and Mosier should have a more comprehensive plan.
Find ways to leverage the most successful events, hotels, and outfitters to expand its audience.
• To develop a strong presence within the community.
• To lead the tourism industry within the region to increase visitation and economic development impact experienced by local businesses.
• Work to integrate fully with CCTDC, Travel Oregon, etc so that our precious dollars are not being used so inefficiently - funding three or more
agencies.
• Work with local communities to develop tourism options for them and help spread out the tourism to decrease congestion in the Gorge.
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Hood/Gorge: Please share any additional comments about your prioritization of the program areas listed above that
you believe would be helpful for the Mt. Hood/Gorge Regional DMO.
• LET PEOPLE KNOW THE GORGE DOES NOT END AT HOOD RIVER! Take it to THE DALLES AND DUFUR AND WASCO COUNTY!!!
• Destination Development is not the same thing as Infrastructure Development, it is much more nuanced and may not mean developing any new
infrastructure at all. We need our destination development to be sustainable over the long-term. We also want to link our desitnations effectively
between Regions so that we encourage visitors to piece together longer trips.
• Estacada is highly engaged in promoting tourism but we do not have funding to do so other than the CPP. So please divert more funds in that
direction.
• I will need to have more interaction with them before I have any comments.
• Open to sharing activities that work together with other communities... Summer Festivals..... There are a lot, but often the sharing of them with
other communities does not get done... Friday Night Art Walk in Troutdale/Saturday Market in Gresham/Sunday Wine or Farm to Table
experiences in Corbett.... / River to Table with local Tribes (Share the cultural). etc.
• Our infrastructure is failing, have you driven the old Columbia River Highway? Our local state parks are dated and in need of upgrades.
• Sustainability is again, a top priority. I am an avid hiker and former employee in the tourism industry, having worked at 2 different DMOs, so I
understand the importance of tourism / economic development. But if we don't protect our assets to make them sustainable, they will get so
degraded that we'll lose the very distinct nature of the attraction. PLAN NOW! In the past 15 years, I have seen significant decline in trail sanitation
through human / dog feces left trailside, trash dumped on the trail, people carving graffiti on tourism assets, and general decline in trail quality due
to people eroding hillsides by taking unsanctioned shortcuts.
• The other little towns I mentioned could use some help
• Video is the fastest growing and most dominant sales tool in global marketing - use it! Make it a priority.
• We aren't all on the mountain (or in the gorge). Help us spread the word about the "connection" points between the mountain and the valley.
• We really need to improve communication to visitors about how to be "prepared" to enjoy themselves in the Gorge (ie don't saunter across state
highways, don't park in people's yards, don't litter our scenic spots, etc).
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Extent
Aligned

Importance
Hood/Gorge: In a sentence or two, please explain your ratings
of
on the relative importance of alignment within the region.
Alignment

Hood/Gorge: In a sentence or two, please share your
thoughts on opportunities or barriers to increased
alignment between the two sides of the region:

•

Don't know /
Unsure

•

Don't know /
Unsure

Somewhat
Important

As stated earlier, I'm not sure they align very well. I think they are different
markets.

•

Not Aligned

Somewhat
Important

Each area has it own identity and offerings.

•

Don't know /
Unsure

•

Not Aligned

Unimportant

I believe that the Columbia River Gorge should be a stand-alone region, despite
the small geographical size, Mt. Hood and the Gorge are two very different
experiences.

Trying to market Mt. Hood and the Gorge as one destination is not
fair to either area, nor to the visitor. Working more closely with
Washington to promote the Gorge as one region would be my
suggestion.

•

Don't know /
Unsure
Don't know /
Unsure
Very closely
aligned

Don't know /
Unsure

I do not invest the time necessary to have an informed opinion.

Same as above.

•
•

Very Important alignment allows more options for our visitors.

Very Important I am not qualified to comment

I'm not qualified to commment

Very Important I live in the gorge, don't know what the DMO is/does.
Somewhat
Important

•

Somewhat
aligned

Somewhat
Important

•

Not Aligned

Very Important

•

Somewhat
aligned

Somewhat
Important

•

Somewhat
aligned

Unimportant

•

Somewhat
aligned
Somewhat
aligned

•

In a business where perception is fact, Hood River is regarded as
THE draw here. We need to broaden the appeal of the WHOLE
region.
Mt. Hood Area and Gorge Area are in competition for the same
dollars.

Somewhat
Important
Very Important

•

Somewhat
aligned

Very Important

•

Don't know /
Unsure

Very Important

•

Somewhat
aligned

Very Important

•

Somewhat
aligned

Very Important

•

Somewhat
aligned

Don't know /
Unsure

•

Somewhat
aligned

Somewhat
Important

•

Somewhat
aligned

Somewhat
Important

•

Not Aligned

Very Important

•

Somewhat
aligned

Very Important

•

Somewhat
aligned

Very Important

•

Somewhat
aligned

Very Important

•

Somewhat
aligned

Somewhat
Important

I think that the two areas can work together to bring people to this side of the
state, but we may also be in competition.

Very big area and tourists may go to one area over the other.

Transportation. Hwy 35 is the only road linking these areas- and
while that is worth consideration, highway 84 services all of the
I think the Columbia Gorge on the Oregon side is a unique area with a unique set gorge and as a major artery to the state has its own unique
of needs & challenges & a bit removed from needs/challenges in the core of Mt. opportunities and threats. The geographic differences create
Hood. I think there are lessons that each can learn from each other, but are
separation in my mind... not to mention different National Forest
somewhat unique.
concerns / constraints. While there is a strong link between Mt.
Hood and Hood River with regards to business and housing, the
differences are great in many other areas.
I think the communities on each side of the region are very involved and active
There is an opportunity to develop itineraries together to drive travel
within their own area, but are not working together as a cohesive tourism
trade. There is an opportunity to train stakeholders on each side
product. From a visitors perspective, both areas are next door to each other and
about the other so they can cross promote when face-to-face with
often seen as one and the same. The region needs to start talking like they are
visitors.
one and the same.
I think the two sites are both important enough that it is wrong to encourage both
in a single day trip.
I think these are 2 distinctive regions. I think they could attract visits from one to I think there are similar efforts going on in both areas which may
the other..but to finance an alignment? these are 2 VERY well, known areas in
feel competitive towards each other. Keep the two places
the state. But very different from each other.
separate.
If people are traveling here from outside the region, they are likely here to visit
Competing interests.
both destinations, not one or the other.
It is challenging working in the region as the 'Gorge' also includes Washington
which is not a part of Oregon. Adding Mt. Hood does not help that.
Locals are wary of tourism, as it bothers their daily routine. They could benefit
from increase economic education of how tourism brings money into a local
Education and local partnerships/ownership.
economy, without overestimated numbers.
regional differences, many times the mentality of stakeholders
Makes sense to not reinvent the wheel, why do things again
towards others is not very helpful. We are better than you are
thinking, doesn't work
Most visitors, especially those coming out of PDX, want to experience both of
these destinations and have it be a seamless experience. These two areas also
I defer to the local folks.
have the capability of supporting a fuller range of shoulder and winter season
tourism than some other areas of the state.
Find a way from Mt. Hood to support the small towns that are
Mt. Hood makes money off the small local towns with not much return for our
currently paying to sell for them, they do not give a good return on
area
our investment.
Guests want to see the best of everything in the time they have.
My site is in neither, so aligning between them makes me feel particularly
We can easily make that happen, if we don't compartmentalize too
excluded. Would appreciate a broader regional approach.
much.
Small region that could attract similarly interested visitors and share resources,
Two very different areas separated geographically.
marketing, PR efforts.
The areas overlap areally, but they are quite different in many, if not most ways, The main barriers are the very different ecosystems they
so their interests are not well aligned and probably will not be so for the most
represent. They both have plenty to offer, but those offerings are
part.
generally not the same nor closely related.
The Gorge has issues shared with Washington that are their
The communities within the region focus on their own issues and local tourism
current main area of focus and don't think or see the value to align
impacts within their sub-region and don't fully communicate and partner across closely with the Mt. Hood communities. Mt. Hood communities
sub-regions.
don't often share the same issues the Gorge communities
experience.
The Dalles is at the end of the Gorge, the Eastern Gateway and often doesn't see
Perception that The Dalles is in Eastern Oregon and thus too far
the same traffic/impact the rest of the Gorge and Mt. Hood sees from Portland.
away, community not wanting to become too tourist centric at the
Aligning efforts and vision to spread this impact out, both positive from tourism
expense of locals, how do we benefit from tourism without greatly
and negative in terms of environmental impact, "love to death" would be
impacting those who live here and who we are as a community.
beneficial. This would be a positive for The Dalles and for the region.
Diverse geography and landscapes, multiple jurisdictional
The Gorge and Mt Hood are iconic landmarks and present an incredible
boundaries, distance and the array of recreational opportunities
opportunity to market Oregon to the world.
present a challenge around unifying the region.
The Gorge is getting close to tourism capacity. The south side of the
Think of the Gorge and the Timberline to Sandy stretch as one big
mountain...not so much. We can handle the overflow down here with a little
loop. Sure would be nice if there were a public transit connection
development.
from Hood River to Timberline completing the loop.
The main reason I'd like to see some alignment would be to get people out of the
as above.
town of Hood River.
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Extent
Aligned
•

Not Aligned

•

Somewhat
aligned

•

Very closely
aligned

•

Somewhat
aligned

•

Somewhat
aligned

•

Very closely
aligned

Importance
Hood/Gorge: In a sentence or two, please explain your ratings
of
on the relative importance of alignment within the region.
Alignment
Somewhat
Important

Hood/Gorge: In a sentence or two, please share your
thoughts on opportunities or barriers to increased
alignment between the two sides of the region:

The Mt. Hood area is a wonderful winter destination. The Gorge can do well
aligning with Mt. Hood in winter. But in summer there is much less advantage.

An open review of the Assets of each area and how they can work
together to help everyone be successful and a part of the
The reach needs to be collaboration in supporting each other....both by attending, community.....Open to new and perhaps different ideas will be
Very Important
marketing, and working together to increase the full impact of tourism.
helpful and the staff of different business open and "SEEKING"
input from the Business owners, and community. All working
toward a common goals of success to the community.,
The two go hand-in-hand. Most visitors see Mt Hood / Gorge as a synchronous
I don't see any significant barriers; communication is the only thing
Very Important
loop.
I could think of - try to foster more cooperative promotions?
There can be disconnect when crossing county lines or going from the west side
of the mountains to the east side of the mountains. Some of it comes down to
funding from specific regions (county, city, etc.) or for example with vacation
Very Important
see above
rentals, high acceptance in Clackamas County and high resistance in Hood River
County. In rural eastern unincorporated Clackamas County there can be much
diversity of thoughts and lack of cohesive organization.
Competing priorities. Mt Hood has a real traffic problem in the
There has been a disconnect between one side of Mt Hood (Clackamas County)
winter that needs to be addressed. The Gorge has a
Very Important and Hood River/Gorge side in terms of resource allocation, etc. Seems like
people/parking problem that transit is making worse (eg not
teaming up would help fill some gaps.
decreasing the impact)
As a new Oregonian (7 years) my observation is the explanation
Very Important These are two major icons - the region can benefit from syncing both.
and marketing of the Gorge is not very clear.
They hold meetings and ask for input, but nothing happens at least on the Mount
Very Important
Two many players not enough doers!
Hood side.

•

Not Aligned

•

Don't know /
Unsure

Very Important They need to work together. More power in numbers.

•

Not Aligned

This is of the utmost importance. I have been a proponent of this for many
Very Important years...the unification of the communities on both sides of the River, especially
within the Gorge...and even in Eastern Oregon.

•

Somewhat
aligned

Very Important

•

Very closely
aligned

Very Important Very high. Making good progress through the Gorge Tourism Studio.

•

Somewhat
aligned

•

Somewhat
aligned

•

Don't know /
Unsure

•

Somewhat
aligned

Funding...Oregon has it...Washington stakeholders must put up
their own dollars.

We plan to engage and partner with like-businesses and chambers
Troutdale is the gateway to the Gorge and to Mt. Hood. It's very important to have within our Gorge-Mt. Hood region. If our local chamber could
these regions be aligned.
provide a welcome packet to the us (new businesses) offering
contact names of the DMO, chambers, etc. that may help.

Very important as small communities such as Cascade Locks rely on tourists to
Very Important maintain businesses, parks and much more! The alignment would greatly
improve what was previously mentioned.
We share Mt Hood as our attraction and should be supporting all business in
Very Important
both regions.
Working with Jeanine Breshears has been great. We need the alignment to be
inclusive of county-wide marketing for all stakeholders. We don't have other
Very Important resources. Wasco, Hood River, counties are as important as Clackamas and
Multnomah. We need to include destination marketing to small businesses in this
rural area (Maupin, Dufur, The Dalles, Hood River, etc)
Very Important Your focus is based on equality but the $$ generated region by region is not equal
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Looking at the Gorge piece as a whole, not just the Oregon side.
Communication is a great barrier and I believe that choosing more
popular rural towns is a hinderance to less popular rural towns.
I would like our side of the mountain to be in Hood River County
then I think we could really get things accomplished !!

The alignment seems to be developing nicely.

Other

Overnight Stays (vs. day trips)

Spreading Demand in Gorge

Shoulder and Off-Season

Downtown Projects

Alternative Transportation

Overcrowding (Protect Assets)

Product Development

Q. In a sentence or two, please describe a specific outcome you would like your region to achieve
in the next three to five years that would increase the economic impact of tourism or enhance the
vitality and sustainability of your destination.

Marketing and Messaging

APPENDIX – OPEN ENDED RESPONSES

Mt. Hood / Gorge Region
• A case study that shows the local impact and value of tourism in our community.
• A unified series of stories (with video and signage support) that draws tourists to a variety of sites across the region, and
introduces key figures in Oregon's story.
• Achieve a national heritage area designation for the Willamette Falls area, develop a world class riverwalk, and raise the
profile of the Willamette Falls area as a visitor friendly & experience rich gateway to the Mt. Hood Territory.
• Actively work and lobby to control the growth and when possible reduce the number of available STR and Air BnB's. Our
big challenge is housing for our workforce.
• Adequate infrastructure in HR/ Urban renewal $$ for downtown The Dalles
• Alternative transportation to Mt Hood!!! And financial help for those trying to create new reasons to visit what is a
traditionally sports oriented area. We are losing a entire niche' market for the arts on Mt Hood.
• As mentioned previously, serious attention needs to be paid to safeguarding our natural assets. Too many people =
destruction. Example: Oneonta Gorge. Last summer, it was a zoo! Hundreds of people at any given time during the
summer were crammed into the small canyon. They were grabbing at the walls, disturbing the flora, and stomping all over
the water, disturbing the waterflow. How much impact did that have on the natural environment? We have a serious
problem- until we can figure out a curation program that protects these types of natural wonders while still providing
access, we will only see degradation of these natural assets.
• Assistance and an increased effort to promote the arts and farming opportunities in our area.
• Be nice to make the Deluxe Main Street Renovation 2018
• Beautification of downtown Cascade Locks and to develop more local business store fronts to attract tourists and bring
"heads in beds". Partnering with the local community members and businesses to help them understand the impact
tourism has in rural towns.
• Completion of the Cazadero Trail. Designation of Clackamas River as Water Trail, and promotion of the same.
• Continue looking at ways to spread the congestion out to the rural areas. Change the perception that is 'just' a day trip and
make it a overnight destination.
• Development of the local (read: Portland metro) tourism market for "auto-less" citizens. Heavy promotion of transit options
including SAM and the Mt. Hood Express, and development of itineraries for those that wish to experience Mt. Hood, the Mt.
Hood National Forest, Sandy Ridge, Timberline, Mt. Hood Adventure Park, etc. on their bikes.
• Distribute tourists and tourism eastward, beyond the Multnomah Falls/Dog Mountain section of the Gorge.
• downtown revitalization, making the area more attractive to visitors. More things to go see and do that are only available
here
• Enhance the visitor experience at the high traffic impact locations (Multnomah Falls, etc), and extend stays in the area.
• Expand PR efforts within the region for region-wide hosting to support the entire region. Increase regional brand awareness
and voice in out-of-state marketing and international markets.
• First....This didn't allow me to pick the entire state which is my focus. Both for all regions, focus on building relationships
and integration with recreation user groups and traditional tourism and focus not just on facility and infrastructure
development but on building programs and services that are SUSTAINABLE for everyone involved.
• Focus on improving our downtowns/small business retail and improving the sense of the Gorge as a destination. Visitor
support would help our small businesses grow organically, and in turn serve as a multiplier for other business types.

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
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• From observations of what happened in the West Gorge scenic areas in 2016, with impossibly congested traffic on the
HCRH, and significantly overcrowded trails and attractions, sustainability is my current primary concern. We have to shift
our focus from bringing more visitors and towards putting the structures in place to make sure we are offering a great
experience to those who are already coming, and protecting the core asset of the environment of the area from the
deterioration inherent in "too many" in the prime travel. Increased off season promotion is the best way to immediately
impact that result.
• Fund destination visitor information centers. Overall Oregon does a good job of getting visitors to destinations but then
relies on websites to help the visitors once they are in the region. Visitors need and like to interface with real people not
vomputer kiosks. Rom tax should fund regional visitor centers.
• Get the folks to visit the Gorge outside Hood River - really promote the seasonal charms of the different little towns.
• Getting people to stop and visit towns on the way to their destinations.
• Have more people enjoy the gorge by shopping, eating and lodging over night
• I have never seen any person in the government coming and looking at our businesses. Giving us ideas.
• I would like to see more public transportation available to ski resorts and park and ride to the resorts. As an employer in
our area I pay a fair amount of $ for my staff to sit in traffic to and from government camp in the high season.
• I'd like to see a major effort to encourage tourists to start seeing the Gorge from the East end and finish at the West end.
• Improve traffic congestion and transportation infrastructure to meet tourism demands.
• Improved trail networks and access to trails, beaches, outdoor activities.

1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1

Other

Overnight Stays (vs. day trips)

Spreading Demand in Gorge

Shoulder and Off-Season

Downtown Projects

Alternative Transportation

Overcrowding (Protect Assets)

Product Development

Marketing and Messaging

Q. In a sentence or two, please describe a specific outcome you would like your region to achieve
in the next three to five years that would increase the economic impact of tourism or enhance the
vitality and sustainability of your destination.

Mt. Hood / Gorge Region
• In the Gorge area there is so much available within the Arts community, The Sports Community (Year Round), and the
local cultural learning opportunities, I think that it is important to advertise and keep the professional community aware of
these to share with their clients and travelers. When is the next festival ... Is it open to visitors? or just for the locals.....
Share the News with tour companies... with Tour Guides i.e. A evening with the "Beach Boys.... Family" in Gresham, Or.
Celebrate the 4th of July with the families and friend of East County of Portland (Troutdale, Corbett, Gresham and many
other areas). etc.
• Increase in overnight stays in The Dalles. This would indicate that we are 1) getting people to make it all the way through
the Gorge or up and over the mountain without turning back to stay in Portland, and 2) we are serving a community that is
in need and worthy of more visitor attention.
• Increase income and occupancy by targeting the demographics that do not know about our region
• increase more overnight stays for longer periods of time with guests who are at least a full day's drive away or a 4+ hour
plane ride away. mostly multi-day trips
• Increase traffic during "off months", make distribution of travel guides & rack cards easy, most of all build a dynamic
website (or help RDMOs) that shows camping, trails, museums, a bit of history, etc.
• Increase transportation options
• Increase unique reasons for people to come to the region outside of summer and ski-specific seasons. Create our own
crazy festivals with catchy names, especially those that are alliterative.
• It is vital that the Columbia River Tourism Alliance move toward sustainable funding and be recognized as part of Oregon's
Region VII. The businesses and DMO's are working together to attain goals that could never be attained by working
separately.
• Manage overuse & congestion in peak season, and help to promote greater visitation during off-season.
• more exposure will put more heads in beds
• more money made available to towns to improve branding, marketing and tourism infrastructure. Clackamas County
should increase the money devoted to their CPP program. More money should go to local use.
• More PR, fam tours, regularly mentioning Gorge when talking about Oregon wine.
• More tourism buses, boats, and fam tours to a variety of businesses and sites throughout the region--not just the same
few places. More region-specific marketing and advertising that includes arts and culture--not just food, beer, and sports.
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1

1

1
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1
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1
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1
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1
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1
• Move people through the Gorge, spread them out all the way to The Dalles, transportation options to lessen/spread out the
impact, assistance with developing private entrepreneurial recreational ventures
• None
• Off-peak, mid-week and multi-day stays. Scenic Bikeway, HCRH; Focus on Agri-tourism.
• Oregon Tourism is important. I would like to see our town of Troutdale partner with city development to encourage services
to move into town that we do not currently have and/or expand what is offered: bakery, brewery, flower store, hardware
store, shuttle service to the falls.
• Organize all stakeholders to partner when possible on projects, and easier methods to share news/events.
• Our region needs lodging to help tourism increase
• Promote other areas in and around Mt. Hood to lessen the overall overuse of the immediate MT. Hood ski and hiking/biking
areas and promote other areas such as Wildwood to increase visitation to this and other sites and alleviate some of the
overuse of the immediate Mt. Hood Area
• Promoting the Columbia River Gorge region as one, regardless of state boundaries and solving the quandary of equity in
funding.
• Resolve winter traffic jams, keep on attracting tourism. Summer- always good weather, keep affords global
• Rural communities see the benefit of increased tourism in the Region. Visitors understand how to recreate safely and
responsibly; and give back to the region (volunteer, donate, etc.). The natural, cultural and scenic assets are well
protected for all visitors to enjoy.
• signage and parking mass transit
• solving it's indirect tourism related issues (housing, growth, infrastructure)...
• Spreading visitors more broadly in the Columbia River Gorge to avoid crowding, consequently having them see sites like
ours.
• Teach the locals how to get along with tourism. Illustrate what tourism provides to the area.
• The Region will have a strong sense of place and the regional players will be united under a clear vision to enhance
tourism opportunities in the region.
• To improve the education and opportunities that our guests would/could have for spending more time in the area. Rather
than having guests come and leave so quickly, we are trying to get guests to spend an entire day in the Gorge going on a
river trip, then a hike, dinning and even a quick wine tour. (instead of just heading back to Portland)
• Transportation and a place to park needs to be addressed.
• We are spending entirely to much time on tourism, we need to be bring good paying jobs to our community. Tourism is
only a part of the bigger picture.
• Winter tourism in the Gorge seems to present the most potential for untapped economic opportunity. Second biggest
opportunity would be a music / art festival.
• Work w/local recreational groups to est. more trails for Mt. Biking and other uses.
• Work with an organization like MetroEast Community Media and our production services team to create a branded promo
film for this region. We have been helping to promote the region for 33 years, and we have a great connections to multiple
communities in the region. Our cutting edge HD equipment (drone, motion control, motion graphics), and highly creative
team of filmmakers and producers on staff will help benefit the regional effort unlike any other agency. We are organically
connected to the cultural, artistic, and historical heritage of the region.
• Work with smaller communities to develop local tourism attractions. For example, The Dalles has a lot to offer and we are
"off the beaten path" but I don't think this location has reached it's full potential. People aren't taking advantage of all this
place has to offer.
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Global Sales Open-Ended Tactical Comments: Mt. Hood / Gorge Region
Q. Please indicate any other areas of global sales and international travel trade and media which you believe should be an
extremely high priority for your regional destination management organization in order to advance the economic impact of
tourism in your region:
• Capitalize on The Gorge being TripAdvisor's #1 attraction for Portland travelers by promoting stays in The Gorge vs. day trips.
• Develop more international academic educational programs... including working with established tour operators that run exchange programs & developing
more itineraries for these types of programs, and even help develop unique overnight stay opportunities to facilitate this goal (I hate to say the word- but
homestay networks).
• Don't know what BrandUSA is. I assume it's expensive? Is it effective? Is it comprehensive? If yes, then it's extremely high. If not, then low.
• Have language-appropriate greeters available in key arrivals halls (airports) to advise and orient new arrivals to help expedite their visits.
• Hood River can barely manage it's tourism as is, we shouldn't be marketing overseas
• I've been to too many beautiful places and seen the busloads of Chinese tourists, and I would hate to see them here. In my experience, they have little
respect for the landscape or their fellow travelers. Hood River's having enough trouble keeping up with American tourism pressure.
• Itineraries for tour op's in our region need to include public transportation like buses. For example, getting to and from Multnomah Falls and Bonneville
Dam to PDX needs public transportation to reduce traffic.
• Japan
• keep 'em out of Hood River!
• None
• Since many of the international attractions are on public lands, work closely with your public lands agencies to ensure that the packages and itineraries
you are proposing are accurately portrayed and create appropriate expectations of the experience.
• target europeans, mainly brits, french, italian, german, who "get" the gorge.. avoid marketing to asians, who travel in big groups and as in the case in
Jackson WY, have been a very negative influence on the local communities
• Training in communications skills, both via social media and language arts. Also review and increase customer service skills (that vary by country) for
local and communities with high tourism traffic.
• With so few resources, coordinating and effectively managing resources is the key
• With the exception of the occasional Sunday and Monday we have almost zero need to enhance travel to our Region from May 15 through October 15.
Any promotions should target dates from Oct 16 - May 14. Added emphasis for travel in the winter and for skiing on Mount Hood.

Marketing Open-Ended Tactical Comments: Mt. Hood / Gorge Region
Q. Please indicate any other areas of marketing which you believe should be an extremely high priority for your regional
destination management organization in order to advance the economic impact of tourism in your region:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Available video content, working with RDMOs to develop a comprehensive and easy to use regional destination website
Capacity building to figure out how to better seamlessly merge OR opportunities.
Collaborative and cooperative advertising and outreach, public/private/non-profit
combining the attributes, vineyards, sports playground, breweries, events, to paint a full picture, "something for everyone"
Current updates to the Travel Agent / Tour community and other visitor Centers around the world. Feature articles for local content.... I.e. know the area
and what the interest points are based on seasonal activities.
Funding for small organizations providing varied forms of tourism experiences. funding to be used for development, advertising and capacity building. The
venues need to be the best they can BEFORE the advertising.
Getting the word out organically, possibly having contests for people to submit their own stories, videos, but not necessarily paying for content outright. Go
Pro does a great job of this, or drone companies are too
I feel like at this point, marketing should target the "off the beaten path" places to help spread tourism out and start encouraging off season recreation to
those places that are so congested during the summer.
Leverage the best season specific assets in the region and market them effectively to gain larger audiences and enhance marketing effectiveness.
Leverage existing communities and partners more.
None
Organization and promotion of comprehensive events that package top Gorge tourist attractions with similar target markets into an all-inclusive, multi-day
Gorge (or Hood River) experience.
Spread it out!
These promotions need to incorporate the messaging and intent of the TO Outdoor Recreation Initiative rather than rely on past marketing and promotion
of the sites.
to make sure that any online material is always up to date and correct.
Travel mag articles
Work with a. Organization like MetroEast Community Media production services to create a branded promo film.
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Industry Services Open-Ended Tactical Comments: Mt. Hood / Gorge Region
Q. Please indicate any other areas of of industry services which you believe should be an extremely high priority for your
regional destination management organization in order to advance the economic impact of tourism in your region:
• Again, train the trainers.. train the people who make a career out of tourism; familiarize the RDMOs with each other, get guides (and display racks) to
facilitate state-wide travel.
• At the risk of sounding like a broken record, tourism efforts in the Gorge need to focus on areas outside of Hood River!
• Determining effective methods to connect the Mt. Hood destination decision makers with local governance structures
• FAM trip/destination training for frontline staff throughout our region and in our neighboring regions. The better we can all talk about our collective areas,
the longer we can get people to stay and spread their economic impact throughout the state.
• Focus on bike and transit-oriented tourism from the Portland metro area, specifically focusing on public transit options for cyclists and other non-vehicle
based tourism (hiking, mountain biking, etc.)
• It is always a great idea to bring fam trips up to our area !!
• Local Chamber and Visitor Center Staff should become familiar with each region and be up to date in the activities and tourism that is available.... Once
complete the training, perhaps monthly news letter to update "Happenings" would be helpful i.e. local festivals, theater productions, and events (Baseball,
Saturday Markets, Art Shows etc.... ) So these events can be included as suggestions to tour companies, visitor centers etc. especially in peak season.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

None
Our area is small and we have really only a few places that have conference centers large enough to hold a few hundred people.
Outreach to local residents, so they know what to recommend to visitors, and can support local attractions, keeping them open for those visitors.
Pront brochures are helpful, but need to be limited. Online ads, website, video, and social media can be tracked and altered for effectiveness more quickly
than pamphlets.
Quarterly Regional Meetings or something similar so that all stakeholders can share information and see themselves as a broader team working
collectively.
Social media training for local stakeholders & staff, and more active, strategic & interactive social media by dmo, including all members regularly and
evenly.
The regional players need to figure out how to spread the people beyond Hood River. Hood River's doing just fine, but the rest of the region struggles to
attract visitors. I think the Gorge and Mt. Hood are different markets.
The riverwalk development continues to be one of the highest priorities in our region. More Music (and seeding events like Pickathon) could play a larger
part in the cultural aspects. Obviously the arts are important and should continue to be developed... I think the biggest challenge & opportunity in our
region is how tourism will play into riverwalk project... How will we house them, How do we transport them), and how do we educate tourism leadership
about the "economic benefits, seasons, and demographics" of different pillars to foster cooperation and rise the tide.
Website development seminars, or funds to hire IT help or pay for website enhancements.

Destination Development Open-Ended Tactical Comments: Mt. Hood / Gorge Region
Q. Please indicate any other areas of planning, management, development, training, or capacity building which you believe
should be an extremely high priority for your regional destination management organization in order to advance the
economic impact of tourism in your region:
• At the risk of sounding like a broken record, Hood River desn't need any of this stuff, except maybe more/better restrooms. Lyle, Wishram, The Dalles,
Cascade Locks, Stevenson, North Bonneville, THOSE guys need help attracting more tourism.
• Balance tourism with other local needs, tourism is not the end to all means.
• Conveying the role, activities, and actions of the entity to elected local government officials.
• Coordination meetings with stakeholders in the tourism industry.
• Development of a Training program about Oregon and the North West for the Travel Agency Community via the Travel Institiute.... specific to each region
with incentive to complete the training and recommend/sell the area to travelers.
• Hood River does a pretty good job with tourism now. We need to encourage awareness in the citizens not associated with tourism.
• Hood River is so popular as to be nearly unlivable for locals in spring and summer. Travel Oregon should focus on siphoning some of that overheated
market to other places in the Gorge . . . . like Cascade Locks and Stevenson/Carson
• I believe the most successful tactic will be "train the trainers." My observation is workforce in the "tourism industry" are often made of people working in
part-time, or temporary jobs. They come and go. Sending them to training isn't as effective as training THEIR trainers to incorporate key tourism into their
staff meetings & orientations. Most businesses in this rural area simply don't have enough staff to enable them to send employees for trainings off-site.
TRAIN the TRAINERS.
• Interagency/Multiagency partnering to help spread out tourism in our region.
• No I know it sure isn't as important to the Troutdale area, so are all the other businesses that are struggling to survive here! Some of us have nothing to do
it tourism but we still participate and contribute to our community. There needs to be a focus on that also.
• Really broadening the traditional tourism stakeholder group to connect more fully with the outdoor recreation user groups-such as trails, winter sports, etc.
associations.
• The organizations creating new venues, but are taking years because of the lack of funds need yearly help to reach the potential. sometimes new ideas
take time.
• Training in best practices for snow maintenance in main street towns with winter tourism.
• While public transit is a high priority, it is important that good planning is done before new projects are brought on line. Collaboration with key stakeholders
and land management agencies are important. For highly congested areas transit should be viewed as a tool to help reduce congestions and
overcrowding. Development of new trails and recreation sites should keep in mind the importance of protecting natural and cultural resources. Long
term sustainability for any new development should be fleshed out before implementing the project. New innovative approaches should be pursued
toward sustainability.
• Zoning for overnight stays (on farms) is key for planning & management for influx of visitors since there is a lack of hotel supply in our region.
Development should include ways to increase supply for overnight stays... more so than development of new tours, and training (which should be placed
more on the shoulders of tourism business'). Capacity building is always good- and should focus on education in different areas of the tourism picture... I
also think it would be smart to do more to aggregate info about where visitors are coming from so marketing can be more targeted. This will only come
through continued education & cooperation of overnight supply owners & tour operators.
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